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By Susan Barrow, Agility Trainer and Handler, Hunting and Tracking Handler and LVDICE Board Member

Dogs Thrive with Periodization Training

It is important to have a written plan 
for each dog that is being trained for 
athletic events or competition.  There have 
been many books written about athletic 
conditioning and training for the human 
counterpart, which agility handlers should 
pay attention to.  But as we bring the dog 
to the competition world, it is up to you 
to consider your teammate’s health and 
training. An excellent method of working 
the dog to its capability is periodization 
training.  

Periodization training is intended to 
create peak performance at the time a 
trials or event the handler determines are 
the most important.  This type of training 
is divided into phases.

Nationally known Agility Handler, 
Trainer and AKC Agility Judge, Webb 
Anderson refers1 to these phases as: 
Foundations: the Ramp-up Phase; 
Specialization: the Focusing-for-Specific-
Performance Phase and Recovery: the 
Cool-down Phase) 

Daisy Peel , 5-time National Agility 
Champion, divides her program2 into a 
Preparation Phase, a Competitive Phase, a 
Recovery Phase and a Gradual Transition 
Phase.  Her program is tied directly to 
specific measurable goals. 

ASSESS DOGS SKILLS, HEALTH

So what is the point?  It’s a plan for your 
dog.  Where to start?  First, assess the 
dogs’ skill level.  This is the preparation 
or foundation phase.  Spend a lot of time 
in this phase.  You need a clear and honest 
assessment of the dogs’ skills.  Also look 

at the level of the ”team” in seeing the 
skill, temperament, conditioning, and 
ability levels.  Look seriously at the breed, 
age, size, and structure of the animal you 
are working with.  What are the physical 
needs and limitations of this dog? 
After you are sure you have assessed 

the skills clearly, define what areas need 
work.  These become the items listed in 
the training plan.  Include conditioning 
and exercise along with the training 
steps.  Start writing down the goals and 
developing schedules. I will cover these 
topics in more detail in the next volume 
of TLS.  

SET GOALS FOR EACH DOG

A young dog just starting agility will 
have beginner skills so only easy goals are 
appropriate.  The seasoned competition 
dog with great skills, sound and 
conditioned body can have more difficult 
goals.  When you are moving nicely 
through your training and conditioning 
plan, you may start adding events to enter.  

You may plan several months of trials 
and events depending on what is in line 
with meeting your goals.  And yes, during 
the competition phase, you continue 
your conditioning, exercise, and training.  
Schedule a day or two off after every 
trial or allow for breaks that last weeks 
between competition events.  This is based 
on the skill level of the team.  Teams 
may be working toward the crescendo of 
competition at an agility national type of 
event or the local Las Vegas trial season.  
Each team has different destinations.

Then comes the critically important 
category of recovery!  This is when the 
team is not competing and maybe not 
training.  Is there a need for a total break?  
Maybe swimming, hiking, tracking or just 
walks around the neighborhood are on 
the plan.  This allows the body and mind 
to heal and re-energize.  This again is 
specific to the team.  Daisy Peel is known 
to take a month off letting the dogs and 
herself have some sofa and cuddling time.  

After the planned break, you start the 
process over again with assessing the skills 
and abilities of all team members, starting 
a new training plan, identifying the next 
set of goals being worked toward. This 
pattern will take your team to the level 
of competition you desire while assuring 
health and continued drive.

Sources:
 1. “Clean Run”, Jan 2008, pages 54-57. 
2. “Clear Mind, A Goal Setting Workbook 
for Agility Handlers”, by Shawna L. 
Palmer and Daisy Peel, Oct. 2011.
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Member
Recognition

Nominate fellow members for 
displays of good sportsmanship, 
participation at club activities, 
excellence in competition or for 
any reason you feel that a member 
should receive special recognition. 
Submit your nomination, with 
supporting reasons, to any Board 
Member. The Board will choose a 
deserving member each meeting 
to reward with a LVDICE leash. 

RECENT AWARDEE
SUSAN BARROW for her 
unflagging dedication to fulfilling a  
key position at trials.

LVDICE 
      Board:

Brags
We want to give a shout out to some 
highy talented Members and Friends 
out there! Keep those titles  coming!

Chris Card and MACH Nick
Jen Yates and MACH Perk
Christy Chilcott and MACH Posey
Timmari Putti and Sofia PAX3
Timmari Putti and MACH Miss Mitzi

By Annie Davis, Q Dog Video and 
LVDICE Librarian

By Guido and Susan Chandler Butche, 
LVDICE Members

Video Library The Whippet

Hello! My name is Wheatlands 
Organized Crime or Guido to all of my 
friends. I am a 2 year old Whippet from 
Orange, CA.  I came to Las Vegas at the 
age of 4 months to play a game called 
Flyball. My mom soon found out that I 
needed much more fun things to do in 
order for me to be fully exercised and 
happy.  Did you know that one of the top 
Dock Dogs in the country is Cochiti, a 
Whippet, from Washington state? A fine 
breed specimen if I ever saw one.  
I LOVE agility because it involves my 

favorite things: running, jumping and 
climbing.  Oh, I am told that I have to be 
a team with my mom. The way I see it, 
she better learn how to hustle to keep up 
with me.
Whippets are classified as sight hounds 

of medium size and moderate bone with 
an appearance of elegance and grace. 
We have a reputation of being quiet and 
dignified when at home. That is SOOO 
not true of me!
 I love to rough and tumble with my 

brother Bonzai, a Border Collie. I pull 
his tail to rile him up.  An ideal height 
for us boys is 19-22” with the ladies 
ranging from 18-21”. We should denote 
a symmetry in appearance of balanced 
muscular power and build for speeds of 
up of 35 miles per hour.
We come in all colors. I have a most 

striking head of black with a white blaze 
and am speckled with black spots  which  
makes me stand out! Whippets do have 
somewhat thin skin so any scars or old 
injuries are not counted against us in the 
breed ring. 
I hope to meet all of you someday and 

impress you with my friendly and gentle 
spirit.  Until then, hugs from Guido!

Guido and Bonzai - ALL RILED UP!

LVDICE owns a DVD library with a 
variety of agility and training titles.  Any 
LVDICE member can access the library 
at meetings and trials. The library 
is available at general membership 
meetings and at the Q Dog Video trailer 
during local trials.
To check out a DVD from the library, 

we ask for a $25 deposit check.  When 
the DVD is returned so is your deposit.

Currently, there are 12 titles avaiable.
1. Go the Distance: Vol. 1 By Stacy 

Peardot-Goudy
2. Vol. 2: Training your dog to work 

away. By Stacy Peardot-Goudy
3.  Need for Speed
4. Foundation Work By Deborah Jones 

& Judy Keller
5. Start Lines and Impulse-control 

Games By Julie Daniels
6. Contacts: Bridging the gap between 

training and competition By Rachel 
Sanders

7. Success with One Jump
8. Training Running Contacts with 

Stride Regulators By Barb Davis
9. Training the Extreme Dogs By Sandy 

Rogers
10. Human Agility Training: Vol. 1  

running mechanics & dynamic 
warm-up By Lori Hansen

11. Crate Games By Susan Garrett
12. Proofing Jump Work with Motion  

Disc 1,2 & 3, By Susan Salo

We want to grow the library selection. If 
you have any dog related training DVDs, 
please consider donating them to our 
club. LVDICE members may also make 
a motion to buy new DVD titles during 
meetings. It doesn’t have to be limited to 
just agility, I’d like to see us add some 
obedience or rally, just to name a few 
possibilities.  
To express your recommendations or 

interest please feel free to email 
Annie@QDogVideo.com.

Keep up with the Club!
www.facebook.com/LVDICE
www.lvdice.org



Earthdog is a noncompetitive test used 
to measure a dog’s natural aptitude, 
trained hunting and working behaviors 
when exposed to underground hunting 
conditions. Earthdog is open to 
Dachshunds and a long list of small 
terriers, 6 months and older.
 
The purpose of the Earthdog is to 

pursue the quarry to ground, hold the 
quarry, and alert the hunter where to 
dig or to bolt to the quarry. The quarry 
for Earthdog consists of two rats, safely 
caged out of reach. Care is taken to 
protect the quarry from the dogs at all 
times. The test is designed to evaluate 
the dogs’ willingness to go into a dark, 
underground tunnel which is 9 inches 
by 9 inches, 30 feet long and contains 
3 right angle turns. It is hard to believe 
that some of the terriers and standard 
Dachshunds are able to make the turns. 

In a practice, Earthdog clubs 
sometimes use infrared cameras, 
making for some very interesting 
videos. Some of the dogs are on their 
belly though the whole tunnel. 

Safety is a key factor, the tunnels are 
covered with earth, but built so that the 
tops lift right off, enabling a handler 
to retrieve any dog that resists leaving 
the tunnel. One of the Bull Terriers at 
the test we recently attended lifted the 
top right off by himself, surprising the 
judge in a very big way.

The dogs must possess the drive to 
proceed through the darkness, locate 
and recognize the quarry, and then to 
work it persistently. Working the quarry 
can be defined as barking, growling, 
lunging, biting at, digging at, or any 
behavior that the judge feels indicates 
that the dog’s willingness to engage the 
quarry.  Intense staring does not count. 
The time that the dog must continue 
working varies with the class they are 
entered in, from 30 to 90 seconds. The 
time allotted for locating the quarry 
varies in a similar manner.

Though not required, dogs can begin 
with the Introduction to Quarry. It is 
a non-regular class and does not count 
toward any title. The tunnel is shorter 
with just one turn. Judges are allowed 
to encourage the dog by jiggling or 
scratching the cage to get a reaction 
from the dog.

Jr Earthdog is the first regular class 
and consists of 2 parts: the approach 
to the quarry and working the quarry.  
The dog is brought to the test area on 
leash or carried, but cannot pass the 
release point until the start of the test. 
The handler can talk to and encourage 
the dog up to the release point, but must 
stand quietly after the release. One short 
command is allowed when you release 
the dog. The dog has 30 seconds to find 
the quarry, then 30 seconds to begin 
working it and must work continuously 
for 60 seconds.
 
Sounds easy enough, right? Anyone 

might think I should have no problem 
getting my dog, Lowretta, to bark 
for 60 seconds....but she barked just 
once. Blasted into the tunnel with no 
hesitation, but no continuous barking. 
She might just be a little too smart. She 
knows the rats are by the judge, so when 
she can’t get past the barrier to bite at 
the cage, she comes out and goes to the 
trap door over the rats.  My younger 
dog, Fia, barked for the required 60 
seconds in the Intro tunnel, but refused 
to go into the Jr tunnel.
 
The tunnels are scented from the 

quarry cage to the release point 10 
feet from the tunnel entrance for Jr 
Earthdog. The release point is 20 
feet away for Senior, 100-300 yards 
for Master. False dens, false exits, a 
narrowing in one spot and an obstacle 
are added to the tunnels for the Senior 
and Master tunnels, increasing the 
challenge. Master Earthdog also 
involves working with an unfamiliar 
bracemate. One dog is expected to 
remain under control, in an Honoring 
position for his turn while the 
bracemate works the quarry.

By El Requa, Agility and Earthdog Handler and LVDICE Member

Earthdog: Can you dig it?

During the hunt to the den part of the 
test the dogs must work together without 
interference or aggression. The judge 
shall judge the dogs on their searching 
ability, obedience to commands, 
endurance, patience, adaptability, 
independence and cooperation.

Our experience with Earthdog has been 
a very interesting learning experience. 
It has been fascinating to see so many 
terrier breeds that we have never heard 
of or seen before. The most amazing 
part of the whole experience is that we 
had the quietest dogs present! The club 
we train with is located in Anaheim 
Hills, CA. There will be a practice with 
in-ground tunnels in late Oct or early 
Nov. The dates and information will be 
posted at DuffysCavern.org. All in all, 
we found Earthdog to be great fun, as 
did the dogs.

Lingo
EARTHDOG

Bracemate
one of two hunting dogs that 
are shown or worked as a pair

Quarry
one that is sought or pursued. 
In Earthdog, this is two adult 
rats in a cage.

Top: Entrance to a Earthdog tunnel
Bottom: A Judge sits by the den to evaluate a dog’s 
“quarry work”



2013 - 2014  
Trial Season Schedule 
**This information is preliminary and subject to change. Information current as of August 10, 2013.
Please contact Trial Secretary for the most accurate information.

NADAC Agility 
LVDICE
Nov 22-24, 2013
Judge: TBA
Secretary: Zee Marie
702-795-7300 secretary@mydogevents.com

September 2013

October 2013

December 2013

January 2014

November 2013

AKC Obedience & Rally
Gamblers
Sept 13-15, 2013 
Smartypaws Canine Coaching
Las Vegas, NV
Judge: Rose and Harold Doan
Secretary: Zee Marie
702-795-7300 secretary@mydogevents.com

TDAA Agility 
LVDICE
Sept 20-22, 2013 
Brenda’s Aglity Training Center
Las Vegas, NV
Judge: Kathy Swan
Secretary: Steve Herwig
702-997-5689 pawzkeeper@embarqmail.com

USDAA Agility 
LVDICE
Oct 12-13, 2013 
Veterans Memorial Park 
Boulder City, NV
Judge: Shelley Permann
Secretary: Steve Herwig
702-997-5689 pawzkeeper@embarqmail.com

AKC Agility 
Shetland Sheepdog Club of So NV
Oct 25-27, 2013
Veterans Memorial Park
Boulder City, NV
Judge: Paula Ratoza
Secretary: Zee Marie
702-795-7300 secretary@mydogevents.com

AKC Agility, Obedience & Rally
Poodle Club of Las Vegas
Nov 8-10, 2013
Veterans Memorial Park
Boulder City, NV
Judge: Beverly Morgan Lewis
Secretary: Zee Marie
(702-795-7300 secretary@mydogevents.com

AKC Agility 
Gamblers
Dec 6-8, 2013
Veterans Memorial Park
Boulder City, NV
Judge: Renee Fitch
Secretary: Zee Marie
702-795-7300 secretary@mydogevents.com

LVDICE Holiday Party
Dec 10, 2013
CPE Agility 
LVDICE
Jan 11-12, 2014 
Veterans Memorial Park
Boulder City, NV
Judge: Shelley Permann
Secretary: Steve Herwig
702-997-5689 pawzkeeper@embarqmail.com

USDAA Agility 
LVDICE
Jan 17-19, 2014
Veterans Memorial Park
Boulder City, NV
Judge: Jelinda Pepper
Secretary: Steve Herwig
702-997-5689 pawzkeeper@embarqmail.com

AKC Obedience & Rally Trial
Gamblers
Jan 25-26, 2014
Equestrian Park
Henderson, NV
Judge: TBA
Secretary: Zee Marie
702-795-7300 secretary@mydogevents.com

Febuary 2014

March 2014

May 2014

AKC Agility, Obedience & Rally
Vegas Valley Obedience Club &
Gamblers 
Feb 7-9, 2014
Veterans Memorial Park
Boulder City, NV
Judge: TBA
Secretary: Zee Marie
702-795-7300 secretary@mydogevents.com

NADAC Agility 
LVDICE
Mar 7-9, 2014
Veterans Memorial Park
Boulder City, NV
Judge: TBA
Secretary: Zee Marie
702-795-7300 secretary@mydogevents.com

AKC Agility 
Gamblers
Mar 21-23, 2014
Veterans Memorial Park
Boulder City, NV
Judge: Renee Fitch
Secretary: Zee Marie
702-795-7300 secretary@mydogevents.com

AKC Conformation, Obedience & 
Rally
Vegas Valley Obedience Club &
Silver State Kennel Club
Mar 28-30, 2014
Riviera Hotel-Las Vegas, NV
Judge: TBA
Trial Secretary: TBA 

AKC Agility “Night Trial”
May 1-3, 2014
Veterans Memorial Park
Boulder City, NV
Judge: TBA
Secretary: Zee Marie
702-795-7300 secretary@mydogevents.com


